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Preface 
Dale Myers [11] introduced Vaught measures to characterize isomorphism types 
of countable Boolean algebras. A Vaught measure is a positive, additive and split- 
ting mapping from a Boolean algebra to a refinement monoid. In the author's thesis 
[3] it was proved that an element of a refinement monoid is measurable (i.e., it is 
the image of the unit element of a Boolean algebra under some Vaught measure) 
if it cannot be represented as a sum in more than ~1 many ways. As a particular 
consequence this shows that each element of the universal Vaught monoid with sum 
rank 1~1 represents a decomposition type of a Boolean algebra. 
For distributive semilattices, which form a special class of refinement monoids, 
the problem of measurability is directly connected with 
(i) the embedding of Heyting algebras into ideal lattices of Boolean algebras, 
(ii) the characterization f Stone spaces as continuous open images of Boolean 
spaces, 
(iii) the representation f distributive algebraic lattices as the congruence lattices 
of lattices. 
In the present work we prove some new results on measures and Vaught measures. 
Next we shortly describe applications to the first and the second topic (a more com- 
plete treatment can be found in the recent paper [6] of the author). Then we 
demonstrate applications to the third point: Using a theorem due to Schmidt [14] 
we show that a distributive algebraic lattice L is isomorphic to the congruence lattice 
of some lattice if L satisfies a certain countability condition. We also give another 
proof for Dilworth's Theorem [1] which states that every completely distributive 
algebraic lattice is representable. 
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1. Measures and measurable refinement monoids 
Let M be a refinement monoid (i.e., M= (M; +, 0) is a commutative monoid SUch 
that x + y = 0 implies x = y = 0, and whenever ]~ xi = ~, yj, then there are elements zij 
with xi = ~,jzij and yj= ~,izij). Suppose that A = (A; +, ,', 0, 1) is a Boolean 
algebra. A mapping p :A - - ,M  is a measure if/z(0) = 0 and/z is additive (that is 
/u(al + a2) =p(al) +p(a2) for all disjoint elements al, a2 of A). The pair (A, p) is call. 
ed a measure algebra. A measure/~ is positive i f/ l(a) = 0 only for a = 0. A }'aught 
measure is a positive measure p which is splitting, that is, if p(a)=x~ +x2, then 
there are disjoint a~, a2 with a = a~ + a2 and/u(ai) =xi. In this section we shall discuss 
the following problem: 
Problem 1. Given an element x of a refinement monoid M, does there exist a 
Boolean algebra A and a Vaught measure p "A--*M such that p(1)=x? 
We call x measurable if this is true. M is measurable if every element of M is 
measurable. The sum rank s(x) of x is the number of representations x =y  + z in M. 
The sum rank of M is s(M) = sup{s(x) "x e M}. In the author's thesis [3] it has been 
proven: 
Theorem 2. I f  s(x)< 1~ 1, then x is measurable. 
Henceforth, let M be an arbitrary but fixed refinement monoid. All considered 
measures are M-valued. Let (,4, p) and (B, n) be measure algebras. Then we say that 
h" (A, p) ~ (B, n) is an embedding if h" A --, B is a (Boolean algebra) embedding and 
/z = zrh: 
7t 
B ,M 
hi/: 
A 
In this case we also say that (B, rt) is an extension of (A,p). The following 
amalgamation property for finite measure algebras is the starting point for our in- 
vestigation (it is in fact true only i f  the considered measures take their values in a 
refinement monoid): 
Proposition 3. / f  (A,p), (B0,gt0), and (BI,//I) are f inite measure algebras and 
h i ' (A ,  ll)-'+(Bi, lai) are embeddings, then there are a f inite measure algebra (C,~t) 
and embeddings ~ " (B i, !1 i) "+ (C, rt) such that foho = f i h I : 
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(c, It) 
/ 
(Bo, go) 
\ 
(BI,il) 
/ 
(A, i )  
proof. First we note that a measure on a finite Boolean algebra is determined by 
the values at the atoms, and that conversely every M-valued mapping on the set of 
atoms extends uniquely to a measure. Using the refinement property of M (for each 
atom of A) it is easy to define a suitable measure It on C=Bo(~ABI, the 
amalgamated tensor product of Bo and B 1, such that the above diagram commutes 
(where f~ is the canonical embedding of Bi into C). [] 
Let us consider the more general situation that we have given measure algebras 
(A, i) ,  (Bi, Pi)i~t and embeddings hi : (A  , i )  -~ (Bi, i i) .  As follows we symbolize the 
assertion that there are a measure algebra (C, It) and embeddings f / :  (Bi, ii)'-+ (C, It) 
such that f ihi=fjhj  for all i,j~I: 
(ni, i i ) i c  I (B0, i0) (BI, ill) " ' "  
T or 
(A,t) (A,l) 
It is easy to see that if there is any solution (C, It) of this amalgamation problem then 
the amalgamated tensor product (~)A (Bi)ie I, endowed with the measure induced by 
~, is also a solution. In this sense it is no loss of generality to assume 
C= @A (Bi)ieI" If we do not specify measures in the above amalgamation proper- 
ty, then we mean that it is true for all M-valued measures on the considered Boolean 
algebras. For example, we can formulate Proposition 3 by saying that for every 
refinement monoid one has the following amalgamation property: 
B0 B~ 
/ A'Bo'Blfinite 
A 
We shall investigate how one can generalize this basic amalgamation property and 
how one can use amalgamation properties to construct Vaught measures. Theorem 
2 can be shown by using Proposition 3 frequently in order to glue together finite 
measure algebras (see [3, 4]). This glueing is realized by taking the limit of a directed 
system of finite measure algebras. Since Proposition 3 only allows to glue together 
two finite measure algebras at one time (see example after Theorem 7), a suitable 
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underlying index poset of this directed system must be of a very special kind. This 
observation leads us to the notion of a frame. By a frame we mean a lattice with 
0 which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Every principal ideal is finite. 
(ii) Every element is a supremum of atoms. 
(iii) Every non-zero element is either an atom or it has precisely two lower 
neighbours. 
Lemma 4. I f  there is a frame L with ~ atoms, then for every refinement monoid 
one has the following amalgamation property: 
(Bi)i~l 
l A, B i finite and II] = x. 
A 
Proof. Let Atom(L) denote the set of all atoms of L. We assume that I=  Atom(L), 
and we set (B0, go)= (A,/z) and hoi = hi, where hi (i e I) is the given embedding of 
(A,/z) into (Bi, lai). We want to complete these (Bi, lZi), hoi (i ~ I U {0}) to a directed 
system (B a, ga)a~ I, hab (a, b e L, a_< b). The construction will be made by induction 
about the height of the elements in the frame L. Let a be a non-zero element of L - I. 
Suppose that the lower neighbours of  a are b and c. Let d be the infimum of b and 
c. Now we apply Proposition 3 to define (Be,/Za), boa and hca such that the follow- 
ing diagram commutes: 
(Ba, ua) hC 
(Bb, lub) (Bc, !Uc) 
(Be, ue) 
Further we set hxa=hbahxo f r x<_b and hxa=hcahxc for x<_e. It is easy to see that 
the latter is a well-posed efinition (if x<_ b and x< c, then every 'path' from x to 
a must go through d) and that we obtain a directed system in this way. Finally let 
(C, n) be the corresponding direct limit. Obviously (C, it) is a solution of the given 
amalgamation problem. [] 
Lemma 5. There exists a frame with x atoms if  and only i f  tc <_ 1~ 1. 
Proof. To verify the if part, we will construct a sequence L B of frames, where fl 
runs through all ordinals _< 1~ l, such that L B is countable if ,8 is countable, L#, is an 
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ideal of L B for fl'<_`8, and L# has precisely Ifll atoms. We set L0 = {0}. If `8 is a 
limit ordinal, then L# is the union of all L B, with fl'<,8. For 0<n<~ 0, let 
= 
b3 • 
0 
It remains to define L#+ 1 for infinite ,8< ~l. As L B is a countable lattice, there 
exists a strictly increasing, cofinal sequence Co < c~ <--- in L B. Take new elements di 
(i< ~0) as shown below and set L#+ 1 =L#U{di" i< ~0}: 
L8 : 
\ 
[1 
d 1 
d 
j o 
To prove the converse implication assume that there is a frame with more than 
~ atoms. Choose a subset X of Atom(L)  with cardinality 1~ 1, and let K be the 
ideal consisting of all elements of L which are below some supremum of elements 
of X. Of  course [K[ = gl ,  and K is a frame. Take any atom a of L which is not 
in K. Define an equivalence relation on Atom(K) by setting b = c iff a + b = a + c. 
If the set {a+ b" b e Atom(K)} formed a chain, then it would be countable, since 
all chains in a frame are countable. This would imply that at least one -~-class is 
infinite, which is impossible because very principal ideal in K is finite. Thus there 
are two atoms in K, say b and c, such that a + b and a + c are incomparable. As K 
is an ideal, a + b and a + c are not in K. It follows that even a + b, a + c, and b + c 
are pairwise incomparable. According to the definition of  a frame, the element 
a+ b + c has precisely two lower neighbours, say p and q. Each of  the elements a + b, 
a+c, b+c lies below p or q. Suppose for instance a+b,a+c<_p. 
a+b+c 
a+b • . , . /  """,, -. "'-,. a+c  " -  b+c 
a"  ""° C 
0 
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Then a+b+c<_p, a contradiction. [] 
Theorem 6. For every refinement monoid one has the following amalgamation 
property: 
(n i ) i • i  
.,4 
A, B i finite and Iil ~ ~.  
l 
(Bo, 
(D,n) 
/ I / 
/ I 
g 
(e l ,  fll ) 
X 
(B1,/11) 
"-,,1 
(A,/z) 
measure algebras: 
Theorem 7. For every measurable refinement monoid one has 
amalgamation property: 
(B i ) i  • I 
l A,  B i finite and I arbitrary. 
A 
the following 
Proof. First one observes that it suffices to consider the case that A = 2, where 2 
denotes the two-element Boolean algebra, and that the considered measures are 
positive. We have/~(1)=/~i(1) for all i. Since/~(1) is measurable, there exists a 
Boolean algebra C with a Vaught measure rc such that ~z(1)=/.t(1). Let hi, 
(i ~ I, k < hi) be the atoms of Bi. Using that rt is splitting we find non-zero elements 
ci, in C with ~z(c/k ) =lui(bik), ~,k ci, = l, and for each fixed i the cik are pairwise dis- 
joint. Define embeddings fi:(Bi, lJi)~(C, 7t) by setting fi(bik)=Cik. Clearly (C,n) 
together with these f~ is a solution of the given amalgamation problem. [] 
For a moment let us weaken condition (iii) in the definition of a frame by assum- 
ing that each non-zero element which is not an atom is allowed to have two or three 
lower neighbours. Then there would exist frames with ~2 many atoms. But if we 
want to apply that more general notion of a frame in the same way as before (in 
order to amalgamate ~2 many finite extensions of a finite measure algebra), we 
need the following 'cube amalgamation property' when we must glue together three 
\ 
\ 
\ 
f 
(c2,a2) 
XI  
(B2, 
/ 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 4 and 5. [] 
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The cube amalgamation property is however refuted by the following counter- 
example: Let M= {0, u, 1} be a three-element chain, where 0< u < 1, and the addi- 
tion in M is given by x+y = max{x, y}. Set A = 2. Let Ci be a Boolean algebra with 
four atoms Cij ( j<4).  The B i have two atoms bij ( j<2).  The measures g and/ti 
have value 1 for all non-zero elements. Define the positive measures/z/' and the 
ernbeddings J~k of (Bi, l, ti) into (Ck, #~) as follows: 
! t 
~/0(C00) = ~0(C03) = U, 
t t 
,u2(c21 ) =/./2(c23) = u, 
foo(boo) = coo + Co2, 
! 
/z(~(Col ) =/Zo(Co2 ) = 1, 
/./l (Clo) =/./1 (C13) -~- 1, 
I I 
]./2(C20) = ]./2(C22) =- 1, 
foo(bol) = Col + c03, 
fol(boo) = Clo + C12, fom(bom) = Cll + c13, 
flo(bl0) = C0o + c01, flo(b11)=Co2+Co3, 
flE(blo)=C20+c21, flE(bll)=C22+c23, 
f21(b20)=clO+Cll, f21(b21)=¢12+c13, 
f22 (b20) = C20 + C23, f22 (b21 ) = c21 + C22" 
Finally let hi:(2,/L/)"~(Bi,/-/i) be the trivial embedding. We want to show that 
there is no solution of this amalgamation problem, i.e., it is impossible to find a 
measure algebra (D, Tr) and embeddings fk ' (Ck ,  lz',)-~(D, rO such that the above 
diagram commutes. On the contrary let us assume that we have a solution. Let gi be 
the induced embeddings of (Bi, lli) into (D, n), that is go =fofoo =fl fol ,  gl--f0fl0 = 
fEf12, and g2 =f2f22 =flf21- The elements duk = go(boi)gl(blj)gE(bEk ) (i, j, k<2)  of D 
are pairwise disjoint and F~ duk = 1. We claim that dooo<_fo(coo). In fact, we have 
go(boo) =f0f0o(boo) =f0(c0o) + f0(co2), gl (bl0) =foflo(bzo) =fo(Coo) ÷ fo(co~), and there- 
fore dooo<_go(boo)gl(blo)=fo(Coo). Hence we conclude that rt(dooo)<_rtfo(coo)= 
/l~(coo) = u. Similarly one shows that lt(dijk)<_ U for each other triple (i, j, k). On the 
other hand ~ duk = 1 implies ~ 7t(duk ) = 1, a contradiction. 
The preceding example is illustrated by the diagram at the next page (the dark 
regions represent atoms which are mapped to u). 
These observations demonstrate why there is in general no way to show the 
amalgamation property in Theorem 6 for more than ~1 many extensions. The 
situation changes completely when we deal with refinement monoids where we not 
0nly assume the existence of common refinements but where we can 'compute' them 
in some way. Refinement monoids of the latter kind will be studied next. 
Distributive lattices with 0 are refinement monoids under supremum: if 
xi = ~, yj, then a common refinement is given by the Zij =xiYj. The following 
theorem states that they have the strongest amalgamation property. 
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Theorem 8. For every distributive lattice with 0 one has the following amalgamation 
property: 
(Bi)ieI 
l A,  B i and I arbitrary. 
A 
Proof. We define a measure rt on the amalgamated tensor product C= (~A (Bi)ie1 
by setting lt(bi, bi2"., bi. ) = ~lil(bi~)lli2(bi2)... ~lin(bin ) (bik E Bik). Using the universal 
property of C it is not difficult to see that n is well-defined. [] 
Theorem 9. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The amalgamation property (for all M-valued measures) 
Bo B 
A 
A, B o finite and B arbitrary. 
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(ii) M has the measure xtension property, i.e., i f  la : A --, M is a positive measure, 
then there is an extension (B, n) o f  (A,/a) such that n is a Vaught measure. 
(iii) M has the measure splitting property, i.e., i f  la : A ~M is a measure and 
I~(1 ) = Xl + x2, then there are measures lai : A -,  M such that/a i (1) = xi and la = la i + la2. 
proof. (i)=(ii). Suppose that /a :A~M is a positive measure. Let (Xal,XB2) 
(fl<s(/~(1))) be an ordinal-indexed sequence which forms an enumeration of all 
pairs (y,z) with /~(1)=y+z. We construct a sequence (A~,/IB) (fl---s(bt(1))) of 
measure algebras uch that 
(1) (A0,uo)= 
(2) if B</~', then Ap is a subalgebra of A~, and pp,[A~=p~; 
(3) if fl is a limit ordinal, then (Ap, pp) is the union of all (AB,, p~,) where f l '< B; 
(4) in A~+I there is a disjoint decomposition 1 =al + a2 such that pp+ l(ai)=xpi. 
To achieve (4), we apply (i) where A =2, (B, p)= (Ap, p~), B0 has two atoms 
bl,b2 and/ao(bi)=x~i. Set (Ap+l,/a~+l)=(C, zr) where (C, zr) is a solution of this 
amalgamation problem. Abbreviate s=s(p(1)). (As,/as) is a 1-splitting extension of 
(A,/a), that is, whenever p(1)=xl+x2,  then there are disjoint a ieAs  such that 
a~ + a2 = 1 and ps(a~)=x~. Because every element of a Boolean algebra is the unit 
element in a direct factor, we can do a similar construction for all elements of A. 
In this way we obtain an extension (B~, Pl) of (A,p) which is a-splitting for each 
element a of A, and more generally a sequence (B . ,p . )  (n< n0) such that 
(B0, P0) = (.4, p) and (B. + 1,/a. + 1) is an extension of (B.,  11.) which is b-splitting for 
all b e B, .  
Obviously, the union of all (Bn,/an) is a measure algebra with a splitting 
measure. Finally we obtain a Vaught measure when we factorize through the ideal 
of 'zero-sets'. 
(ii) = (iii). Suppose that/a :A ~ M is a measure and/1(1) = Xl + x2. We may assume 
that/~ is positive. Then according to (ii) there is an embedding h : (A,/1)--* (B, n) such 
that n is a Vaught measure. Since/t(1)=/J(1)=X 1 +X2, we find disjoint b i eB with 
rt(bi) =x  i and b I + b 2 = 1. Now define 12i(a ) = 7t(h(a)bi) (a cA) ,  then/~ =]'/1 d-~/2 and  
l l i (1)=x i as des i red.  
(iii) = (i). Again it suffices to consider the case A -- 2. We have to solve the follow- 
ing amalgamation problem: 
(Bo, (B, ",,, / 
(2,.12) 
Let bi (1 _< i_< n) be the atoms of B o. Then ~(1) = I; ~o(bi). Hence, using Off), we 
mnclude that there are measures ~i :B~M with /~= ~ ~i and l~i(1)=l~o(bi). Set 
C---B" and rC(Cl,...,c,,)=~,lui(ci) (CLUB). Clearly, (C, rO together with the 
embeddings 
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(Bo,/20) ~ (C, rt), 
f :  ( b i~ei  h" (b~(b ,b , . . . ,b )  
is a solution (e i denotes the i-th 'unit vector'). [] 
We derive from Theorem 8 and condition (i) of Theorem 9: 
Corollary 10. Every distributive lattice with 0 has the measure xtension property. 
Another large class of refinement monoids is the class of commutative groups, 
To regard a commutative group G = (G, +, o) formally as a refinement monoid, we 
have to add a new zero element 0 in order that x + y-- 0 really implies x = y = 0. Here 
we shall use the term 'commutative group' for the resulting monoid. 
Corollary 11. Every commutative group is a refinement monoid which has the 
measure xtension property. 
Proof. To verify condition (iii) of Theorem 9, let/2 : A ~ G LI {0} be a measure, and 
suppose that/2(1)=xl  +x2 with xi~ G. Choose an arbitrary prime ideal P of A. 
Define the measures/2i on A by setting 
I 0 for a e P, ~/2(a) /21 (a) = /22(a) = xl for a ~ A - P, (./2(a) 
Then/2 =/21 +/22 and/2i(1) =X i as desired. [] 
- -  X 1 
for o~P, 
for aeA-P .  
Corollary 12. Positivity domains of  ordered fields are refinement monoids (under 
addition) which have the measure xtension property. 
Proof. Let K be an ordered field and P= {xeK:x>_O}. Under the assumption of 
condition (iii) in Theorem 9 set/2i(a)=/2(1)-lxi/2(a) ( eA).  [] 
In a refinement monoid fulfils one (and hence all) of the conditions in Theorem 
9, then it is measurable: Given xe  M take the trivial measure on 2 with/2(1) =x and 
apply condition (ii). Thus the refinement monoids mentioned in Corollaries 10-12 
are measurable. In particular positivity domains of ordered fields are measurable. 
A~generalization of the latter fact is given by the next theorem. 
Theorem 13. Every positive cone o f  a lattice-ordered commutative group is a 
measurable refinement monoid. 
Proof. Let G= (G; + ,inf, sup,0) be a lattice-ordered commutative group and P= 
{x~G:x>O} the positive cone of G. Recall that the lattice underl ing G is 
distributive. P is a refinement monoid: If xl +x2 =Yl  +Y2, then the elements zij, 
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where zll =inf(xl,Yl), ZI2=XI--Z11, Z22=inf(x2,Y2) and z21 =x2-z22, form a com- 
mon refinement. By induction one extends this to the general refinement property. 
To show that P is measurable take an element Xo of P. Then L = {x e G : 0 <-x<-Xo} 
is a bounded distributive lattice with greatest element Xo. Thus we write Xo = 1. Let 
A = (A;+,  , ' ,0, 1) be a Boolean algebra such that 
(i) there is an embedding e:L -~A (preserving infimum, supremum, 0 and 1); 
(ii) A is generated by the image of L under e, that is, each a eA  can be 
represented a=F~ bi(ci)" ( i<n),  where bi, c iee(L) with ci<_bi and the elements 
bi(£i)' are  pairwise disjoint. 
We can find such a Boolean algebra A, since every distributive lattice is isomor- 
phic to a set lattice. We claim that the mapping e-~'e(L) -~L can uniquely be ex- 
tended to a measure ~ : A -~ L. The uniqueness i obvious. In fact we must define 
(,) /d(~, bi(ci)')= ~ e- l(bi)-e- l (c i) ,  
where E bi(ci)' is a representation described in (ii). In order to verify that (.) is a 
well-posed efinition suppose that 
(1) E e(xi)e(yi)'<-Ee(u:)e(w;)" where xi, Yi, Uj, w jeL  ( i<n , j<m) ,  xi>Yi and 
Uj >-- Wj, 
(2) the elements e(xi)e(Yi)" ( i< n), resp. e(uj)e(wj)" ( j<  m) are pairwise disjoint. 
We have to show that ~ x i -Y i  < ~. Uj--Wj. First it is easy to see that (1) and (2) 
are equivalent to the following conditions (1') and (2'), respectively: 
(1') sup(yi, sup(uj[jeM1))>-inf(xi,  in f (wj[ jeM2))  for all i<n  and all disjoint 
decompositions {0, 1, ..., m - 1 } =MI UM2, 
(2') inf(xi0, xi,)<-sup(y/0, Yi~) for all distinct i0, il < n, and inf(ujo, u j, )<_ sup(wj0, wj~) 
for all distinct Jo,Jl < m. 
In this way we have transposed the assumption i to L. It is well-known that every 
lattice-ordered commutative group is embeddable into a direct product o f  linearly 
ordered commutative groups. Thus according to routine arguments we can reduce 
the verification of the assertion ~ x i -y i  < ~ Uj--Wj to the case that L itself is 
linearly ordered. In the sequel et us make this additional assumption for L. From 
(2') it follows that the intervals [Yi, Xi], resp. the intervals [wj, uy] are pairwise 
almost disjoint (i.e., their intersection is either empty or a singleton). We may 
therefore assume that Wo<- Uo < w~ <_ u 1 <_... < w m_ l <- urn_ 1. Condition (1') 
guarantees that each non-trivial interval [Yi, xi] is completely contained in some in- 
terval [wj, uj]. In fact, on the contrary suppose z e [Yr, Xr] and Us_ l <z < w s. Then 
we obtain a contradiction to (1') for i = r, M 1 = {0, 1, ..., s -  1 } and M 2 = {s, ..., m - 1). 
Hence there is a map f :{O,  1 , . . . ,n -1}-~{O,  1 , . . . ,m-1}  such that [yi, xi]c_ 
[wy(i),uy(i)] or xi =Yi for all i<n.  Now it is clear that ~ (xi -Y i  [ f ( i )= j )<u j  - wj for 
each j < m, and consequently F~ xi - Yi < F. uj - wj as desired. (We can view x -  y as 
the 'length' of the interval [y, x].) 
It remains to prove that/z is a Vaught measure. To this end suppose that we have 
a representation a = F. e(xi)e(yi)" as in condition (ii) above, and that/z(a) = Ul + u2. 
Then ~ xi--Yi=Ul ÷U 2 and in view of the refinement property there are  zij 
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such that xi--Yi=Zil+Zi2 and u j=~iz i j .  Set al=~e(xi)e(Yi+Zl2 )' and a2= 
e(Yi + ZiE)e(Yi)'. Then lu(ai) = u i, a = a 1 + a 2 and ala 2 = O. [] 
We shall use the term 'semilattice' always for a supremum-semilattice with 0. A 
semilattice is called distr ibutive if it is a refinement monoid. (It is a simple fact that 
this definition conforms with the notion of a distributive semilattice in the sense of 
Gr~itzer [8].) The supremum-semilattice underlying a lattice with 0 is distributive in
the latter sense if and only if the lattice satisfies the distributive identity. 
L is pr imely  generated if each element of L is a finite supremum of prime elements 
(pEL  is pr ime if p is non-zero and p=x+y implies p=x or p=y) .  There is a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between primely generated istributive semi- 
lattices and posets. If L is a distributive semilattice, then let P(L)  denote the set of 
all prime elements of L. Conversely given a poser P let L(P )  denote the semilattice 
generated by P. (One can regard L(P )  realized as the semilattice of all finitely 
generated lower sets of P.) We have P = P(L(P)), and L = L(P(L) )  iff L is primely 
generated. 
L(P )  is a lattice iff  the intersection of any two principal ideals of P always is the 
union of finitely many principal ideals. Thus L(P )  is 'almost never' a lattice; the 
simplest example where L(P )  is not a lattice is show below: 
p . • L(P) • ~ ~.  
I 
9 
It is useful to introduce a binary operation in L(P )  which is in some sense a 
substitute for the infimum. For p, q e P set p .  q = min(p, q) if p and q are com- 
parable, and set p ,q=0 else. If x = po + Pl + "'" + Pn-  l and y = qo + ql + ... + qm-i 
(Pr, qseP)  are irredundant representations (i.e., the elements (Pr)r<, and the 
elements (qs)s<m are pairwise incomparable, respectively) then define x ,y= 
Pr * qs" Of course x * y_< x; y and the operation • is idempotent and commutative. 
It is easy to see that if  ~: xi = ~, yj,  then the elements zij = xi *y j  form a common 
refinement. (But simple examples how that • is not associative and that the dis- 
tributive law x • (y + z) = (x ,y)  + (x • z) is not valid.) 
More generally we define for each (Po, Pl ,  ... , Pn - l )~P"  
m(Po, Pl, . . - , P , - l )  
= I o in(Po,  P~ , "" , Pn-  ~) if the elements Po, Pl, .--, P,-~ form a chain, 
else. 
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In a similar way as for • it is possible to extend m to a n-ary operation on L(P) which 
allows to compute common refinements when there are given n decompositions of
an element instead of two. 
Theorem 14. Every primely generated istributive semilattice is measurable. 
Proof. It suffices to show that prime elements in primely generated istributive 
semilattices are measurable (because sums of Vaught measures are again Vaught 
measures). Thus suppose that P is a poset with greatest element I, and set L = L(P). 
Let f : I~  P be any mapping such that f - l (p )  is infinite for every p e P. Choose a 
family of measure algebras (Bi, l~i)iei such that 
(1) every B i has precisely two atoms b i and b~, 
! 
(2) lzi(bi)=f(i) and/ui(bi) = 1. 
Let B be the tensor product of the family (Bi)ie t of Boolean algebras. (We con- 
sider the Bi's as subalgebras of B.) Let E be the set of all meets of the form 
(3) bt°)b ~1) ... b (n- l), where btk) e {bik, bi'k} for some igeI and the ik are pairwise 
distinct. 
The elements of E are non-zero (by the definition of tensor products), and E is 
closed under (finite) meets provided that they are non-zero. Every b ~B has a 
representation b = ~.j<m ej (ej eE).  We will extend the measures ]-/i to a measure/~ 
on B simultaneously. We define/~ in three steps 
(i) lu(b)=ui(b) for b~Bi, 
(ii) u(bt°)b 0)... btn- 1)) = m(u(bt0)),/t(btl)), ..., lt(btn-1))) 
the form (3), 
(iii) lu(~.j<m ej)= 2j<mlU(ej) (ej~E). 
for representations of
Definition (i) is well-posed, since /./i(1)=1 and BioNBi,={O,l} for all distinct 
i0,i~ e I. Definition (ii) is well-posed, because representations of the form (3) are 
unique according to the universal property of the tensor product. 
It remains to verify that (iii) above is well-posed. Since the tensor product of all 
Bi's is the union of all finite tensor subproducts nio®Bi,®".®Bi._ ,  ( ikeI  pair- 
wise distinct), we can prove this by induction over the number of factors. Hence let 
us add one factor Bi.  The only equations between sums of elements of E in 
Bio® Bi, ®...  @ Bi,, which are not already given in Bio ® Bit ®""  ® Bi._ ,, are 
essentially 
a = abi, + a(bi,)' 
Thus 
where a = b(°)b O) ... b (n- t) (btk) ~ {bik, bi'~}) 
is an atom of Bio ® Bi, ®.." ® Bi,_ ,. 
lz(abi,) +/u(a(bi,)') = m(/z(b (°)), lu(b 0)),..., la(b (n- l)), lu(bi)) 
+ m(/z(b(0)), tz(b o)),..., la(b(n - 1)), lu(bi-)) 
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= m(u(b(0)),/~(b0)), ...  la(b(,- l)), tz(bi,)) 
+ m(/z(b(0)),/l(b0)), ..., lz(b(n- 1)), 1) 
= m(/z(b(°)),/z(b o)), ...,/~(b (" - 1))) =/a(a), 
as easily follows from the definition of m. 
This completes the construction of the measure/z. We claim that/z is splitting. 
As L is primely generated we suppose/z(c)= F.j<mp j (p /eP) .  We have to find a 
family (cj)j<m of pairwise disjoint elements of B such that c= ~j<mCj and 
lz(cj) =pj. Using the refinement property it is easy to see that we may assume c~E. 
Thus let c= b(°)b 0)... b (n-l) (b(k)~ {bik, b~k}) be a representation of the form (3) 
above. The case/z(c) = 0 is trivial. Hence suppose that/z(c) is prime. Consequently 
there is some jo<m with/J(c) =pjo, and we have PJ<-PJo for all j<m.  Now choose 
i , , . . . , in+m-l~I  such that f(in+j)=pj and the ik (k<n+m) are pairwise dis- 
tinct. (Here we need our assumption from the beginning that every set f - l (p)  
(p e P) is infinite.) Set 
Cj =c(b i , ) ' " "  (bi,÷j_l)'bi,+j(bi,+j+l)'"" (bib+m_,)' for J*A and Cyo=C . 
\Jq:A / 
The elements/z(b(°)),/z(b°)), ...,/u(b ('- 1)) form a chain with smallest element PJo, 
since lz(c) =PJo" For J ~Jo we have/z(cj) = m(/z(b(°)), lz(bU)), ..., la(b ('- 1)), lz(b~,), ..., 
lg(bi' +j_,), la(bi~+j), lz(bi',+j+ ,), ..., lz(b~,+,,_,)) =m0z(b(°)),/z(b(l)), ..., la(b ("- l)), l, ..., 
1,f(in+j), l, ..., 1)= m(pjo,f(in+j))= m(Pjo,pj)=p i, and lz(Cjo)>_ lz(c(bi,)" ... (bi,+m_~)')= 
/g(c), that is/u(Cjo ) =lZ(C)=PJo" 
Thus /z is splitting, and the positive measure associated to /a is a Vaught 
measure. [] 
Although primely generated istributive semilattices are measurable, they do not 
possess the measure xtension property (see Theorem 9.(ii)) in general: 
Theorem 15. A primely generated istributive semilattice has the measure xtension 
property if and only if it is a lattice. 
Proof. The ' if '  part is a special case of Corollary 10. To verify the 'only if' part, 
let P be a poset with elements Pl and P2 such that Q= {p~P:p<-p l  and P<-P2} 
is not the union of finitely many principal ideals. 
Case 1. The set Max(Q) of maximal elements of Q is finite. Let Max(Q)= 
{r0, ---, rn- l }- Then Q-  ((r0] O--- (3 (rn_ 1]) is non-empty, because Q is not finitely 
generated. Thus by Zorn's Lemma there is a chain Cc_Q-((rolU..-O(r,-l]) 
which has no upper bound in Q. Let r be the cofinality of C, i.e., ~c is a regular 
cardinal number and there is an order isomorphism f from r (considered as an or- 
dinal number) to a cofinal subchain of C. 
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19 /17.  ? ? ... ?, 
V\  / 
Let B be the power set algebra of x. If I~ and 12 are proper and uncomparable 
ideals of B such that the intersection 1= I1 t') 12 is the ideal of all subsets X of x with 
t XI < x (since x is regular, this means that X is bounded), then we obtain a positive 
measure p from B to L(P) by setting 
-P l  +P2 
p(X) Pk 
(._f(Sup(#f I #f e X)) 
if XeB-(IiUI~_), 
if XeIk - I  (k= 1,2), 
if XeL  
We have p(x) =Pl +P2- In the sequel we shall choose the ideals Ik such that it is 
impossible to decompose p =Pl +P2 into measures Pk with pk(x)=Pk- That is, the 
measure splitting property (Theorem 9(iii)) fails to be valid. It then also follows that 
there is no extension (C, it) of this measure algebra (B, p) where 7t is a Vaught 
measure. 
Let h be a bijection from x × x to x, and denote by H the induced isomorphism 
from the power set algebra B' of x × x to B. Let Jl be the ideal of B' generated by 
the elements Y# =,8 x x (,6 e x). Let J2 be the ideal of all subsets Y of x × x such 
that I Yn  Ya[ <x for all #flex. Jz is generated by all sets {(#f, f )ex×x :ff<_g(#f)} 
where g is a mapping from x to x. Put Ik = H(Jk). It is obvious that X2 ~ x is an 
element of 12 iff  IX1NX2] <x  for all X1 e l l .  Consequently the intersection of 11 
and 12 is in fact the ideal of all subsets of x which have a cardinality smaller than 
K. 
Assume that we have a decomposition /~=pl+l t  2 with ~i(x)=pi. Set Mi = 
{/~ex:~l({#f})=f(#f)}. As the f( f l ) 's  are prime, it follows that MIUMz=x. If 
Xe 11 - L then [ X riM21 < x. (Indeed, let #f e X f3 M z. Then f(#f)___ Pz(X)- We have 
U2 (X)_< ~(X) = P l and PE (X)_< lt2 (x) = P2- Consequently P2 (X) <_ P l and P2 (X) < P2- 
But for each element x in L(P) with x<-pl and x<-P2 the set {#f e r:f(#f)<-x} has 
a cardinality less than x. Use the latter fact for x =p2(X).) This implies M2e I2 and 
therefore H-  1 (M2) e J2. Choose g : x ~ x such that H-  1 (M E) c_ { (,6, 6') e r × x : ,8' _ 
g(//)}, and put Z={(#f,g(#f)+ 1) : f lex} .  Then ZeJz, ZNH-I(M2)=fJ, and there- 
fore H(Z) c_ All. On the other hand, by the same argument as before, IX nM~l < x 
for all Xe l2 - I .  A contradiction for X=H(Z). 
Case 2. Max(Q) is infinite. Let ro, r 1, ... be countably many distinct maximal 
elements of Q. 
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P~ P2 ." 
rl] r 1 r 2 
Then in the preceding construction of the measure algebra (B, p), let x be R0, 
and modify the definitiorf of p by setting p(X)= ~,nexrn for finite XCx (i.e., 
X ~ I). [] 
Let N denote the chain of all natural numbers. The next theorem can be shown 
easily by using the frame N × N (under the product ordering): 
Theorem 16. For every refinement monoid one has the following amalgamation 
property: 
Bo BI 
A 
A finite, Bo and B 1 countable. 
On the other hand, the countability of the Bi's in Theorem 16 cannot be replaced 
by any greater cardinality if we assume the Continuum Hypothesis 1~ 1 =2 ~°. In 
fact, let (B, p) be the measure algebra constructed in case 2 of the proof of Theorem 
15. Note that B has cardinality 2K°. Let B0 have two atoms bi (i= 1, 2), and set 
blo(bi) =Pi. Then the following amalgamation problem has no solution: 
(B0, P0) (B, p) 
(2,.h) 
We do not know whether there exists such a measure algebra (B, Zu) with IBI= 
in case CH fails. 
In the next sections we shall give various applications of our results on the 
measurability of distributive semilattices. 
2. Applications to Heyting algebras and Stone spaces 
A homomorphism h:M- ,N  between commutative monoids is called a V-homo- 
morphism if h(x)=0 implies x=0 and if h(x)=y I +Y2 implies the existence of 
elements x], x2 with x=xl  +x2 and h(xi)=Yi. 
Lemma 17. I f /g is a Vaught measure on a Boolean algebra A with values in a 
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distributive semilattice, then lz is a V-homomorphism, where A is regarded as a 
supremum-semilattice. 
proof. It remains to verify that/2 preserves the sup-operation: 
f J ! ! 
/z(al + a2) = l~(ala2 + al a2 + ala2) = lz(ala2) + la(al a2) +/z(ala2) 
! I 
=/l(ala2) +/~(axa2) + lz(al a2) +/z(ala2) 
=u(ala~+ala2)+u(a~a2+ala2)=lJ(al)+u(a2). [] 
The lattice-theoretical notions which we will use in this section are explained in 
the Compendium of Continuous Lattices (see Gierz et al. [7]). Let ~f f '  be the 
category of distributive semilattices and V-homomorphisms. By ,Z~-Y we denote the 
category of Stone spaces with continuous and almost open mappings as morphisms. 
A Stone space is a sober space X (i.e., X is a T0-space in which the union-prime 
closed subsets are precisely the point closures) with a base of compact open sets. 
Recall that a subset U of a topological space is almost open (see Johnstone [12]) if 
there is an open set U- which contains U such that V~ t"l U= V 2 fq U implies 1/1 = V 2 
for all open subsets V 1, V 2 of U-. Of course, the open set U-  is uniquely determin- 
ed by U. 
Let ~/~¢ be the category of algebraic Heyting algebras with mappings preserving 
relative pseudo-complements and arbitrary suprema nd infima. In [6] it has been 
shown: 
Theorem 18. The cateories ~,  'f~'7~, and ,~¢~,~op are equivalent. 
These equivalences are established by the functors PRIME: ~,9~X j~,~/J~7 ~ and 
IDEAL: ~ J~ ~,z /~ °p, which are defined as follows: Let L and K be distributive 
semilattices and h : L ~K a V-homomorphism. PRIME(L) is the prime filter space 
of L and 
~PRIME(L)---, PRIME(K), 
PRIME(h)- (F  ~ { y ~ K: y >_ h(x) for some x ~ F }. 
IDEAL(L) is the ideal lattice of L and 
IDEAL(h)" f IDEAL(L )~ IDEAL(K), 
( I~{yeK:h - l [y ]c_ I} .  
Let P be a poset. We will construct a generalized Boolean space X=Xp (i.e., a 
locally compact zero-dimensional Hausdorff  space) and a continuous and almost 
open mapping f=fp  from X to a space Y= lip which is homeomorphic to the 
prime filter space of L(P) (see Section 1). In the present context it is useful to 
'realize' Y as follows: Let Y be the set of all filters (i.e., lower directed, upper 
subsets) of P. Note that we have a natural correspondence b tween the prime filters 
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of L(P) and the elements of Y. A base for the topology on Y is given by the system 
of all sets b(p) = {De Y : peD} (peP}.  
Define the lexicographical ordering on A = P x llq (i.e., (p, n) < (q, m) means that 
either p<q or p=q and n<_m). Endow the power set 2 Q with the product 
topology, where 2 is the two-element discrete space (we identify subsets of Q with 
their characteristic functions). Let X be the subspace of 2 Q whose elements are the 
nonempty chains Co_ Q. It is easy to see that the closure cl(X) of X in 2 0 is 
XU {13}. Hence X is a generalized Boolean space, since cl(X) is a Boolean space and 
X is an open subset of cl(X). Further define 
 Xp- rp, 
fP" (C-~{pEP:p>-c  for some celal(C)}. 
Theorem 19. For each poset P, the above mapping fp from the generalized Boolean 
space Xp into the Stone space Yp is continuous and almost open. 
Proof. To show that f=fp  is continuous, suppose f(Co)eh(p), i.e., there is 
some (c,n)eCo with c<_p. Then f(U)c_b(p) and C0E U for the open set U= 
{ C e X : (c, n) e C }. It remains to show that f maps almost open subsets U of X onto 
almost open subsets of Y. As X is a Hausdorff space, almost open subsets of X are 
already open. Clearly it suffices to show that f is almost open on a base. Thus we 
can assume that 
U= {CEX:  Co C _ C and MoNC=O}, 
where Co is a finite chain in Q and M 0 is a finite subset of Q. Set m = max ~2(M0) 
and p=min  P1(C0). We claim that f(U) =bC(p), where 
be(p) = {D E Y: p e D and D is generated by a chain}. 
Indeed, suppose that D e Y, p e D, and D is generated by a chain C c_ P. Then the 
chain C '= {(c, m + 1):c e C and c<p} U Co is an element of U and f(C')=D. The 
converse inclusion is obvious. 
Next we claim that 
(hC(p)) - = h(p). 
Let bC(p)fq Vl _c hC((p)f3 V2 for open 1:1, V2 c_ b(p). We have to prove VI __. V2. 
Suppose De  V I. Then peD and there are qieP (i<n) such that De  ~b(qi) c_ Vl. 
Since D is directed, we find reD with r<_p and r<-qi (i<n). Hence [r) e bC(p)fq Vl, 
and therefore [r) e bC(p) N 1:2. Note that every open set in Yp is an upper set (under 
set-theoretical inclusion). Because V2 is open, [r)e V2, and [r)c_ D, it follows that 
D e I/2. This completes the proof. [] 
It can be shown that, with some small modifications, f is just the continuous and 
almost open mapping which is induced by the Vaught measure constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 14. 
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Corollary 20. Every completey distributive algebraic lattice can be embedded in the 
ideal lattice of  some generalized Boolean lattice by a mapping which preserves 
relative pseudo-complements and arbitrary suprema nd infima. 
proof. It is well known that the completely distributive algebraic lattices are up to 
isomorphism precisely the lattices of the form IDEAL(L(P)). Thus the assertion is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 19 and the described equivalence between 
the categories .Sej-y and ~¢~-~/op (see Theorem 18). [] 
Looking at the proof of Theorem 19, it is easy to see that the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) fp is open. 
(ii) fp is onto. 
(iii) Every filter of P is generated by a chain. 
(iv) Every prime filter of L(P) is generated by a chain. 
Thus, for example, if P is the set of all cofinite subsets of an uncountable set, 
then P fails to have the above property (iii) and therefore fp is not open. This 
shows that the morphisms in the category b~J-~ are not necessarily open. On the 
other hand it follows from the equivalence of the above conditions (i)-(iv) that fp 
is open if every prime filter of L(P) is countably generated (i.e., Yp is first coun- 
table). The more general reason for this fact is given by the next proposition: 
Proposition 21. I f  f :  X--, Y is a continuous and almost open mapping between 
Stone spaces and Y is first countable, then f is open. 
The proof of Proposition 21 and the next two theorems can be found in [6]. (The 
proof of Theorem 22 uses Theorem 2, Theorem 18, and Proposition 21. Theorem 
23 is a consequence of Corollary 10 and Theorem 18.) 
Theorem 22. The second countable compact Stone spaces are precisely the 
To-images of  the Cantor space under continuous open mappings. 
Theorem 23. Every bounded istributive lattice can be embedded in the ideal lattice 
of some Boolean lattice by a mapping which preserves all existing relative pseudo- 
complements, finite suprema nd arbitrary existing infima. 
3. Applications to the characterization of congruence lattices of lattices 
Congruence lattices of lattices are algebraic and distributive (see, e.g., Gr~tzer [8, 
p. 81]). It is one of the longest-standing open problems in lattice theory whether the 
converse is also valid: 
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Conjecture. Every distributive algebraic lattice is isomorphic to the congruence lat- 
tice of some lattice. 
In the sequel, let K be a distributive algebraic lattice. We say that K is represen. 
table if the preceding conjecture is true for K. By K c we denote the distributive 
semilattice of compact elements of K. It is well known that K is isomorphic to 
IDEAL(KC), the ideal lattice of K c, and that conversely IDEAL(L) is a distributive 
algebraic lattice for each distributive semilattice L. (This fact is just a part of the 
equivalence of the categories ~ and ~¢~¢op, since the only difference between 
distributive algebraic lattices and algebraic Heyting algebras lies in the considered 
fundamental operations.) 
The following nice theorem is due to Schmidt [14] (see also his monograph [16, 
Theorem 3.6.9]). It will give us the link between the problem of measurability of
distributive semilattices and the above conjecture concerning the congruence lattices 
of lattices. 
Theorem 24 (Schmidt [14]). Suppose that there is some generalized Boolean lattice 
B and an onto distributive homomorphism h :B -~ K c, then K is representable. 
We recall the definition of a distributive homomorphism. Let h:L  ~L" be a 
supremum-homomorphism between distributive semilattices, then h is called weak- 
distributive if h(x)=h(y+z) and x>_y+z (x,y, zeL)  imply the existence of 
Yl, Zl eL  with x=Yl ÷zl and h(yl)= h(y), and h(zl)= h(z). (It is trivial that every 
V-homomorphism is weak-distributive.) Further, a supremum-homomorphism h is 
distributive if there is a family of weak-distributive homomorphisms 8i:L-~L 
(i e I) such that 8 i (x) >_ x and 8i (8i (x)) -- 8i (x) for all x e L and the kernel congruence 
ker h= {(x,y)eLE:h(x)=h(y)} 
of h is the supremum of the kernel congruences of the 8i. Note that each 
distributive homomorphism is indeed weak-distributive. 
Lemma 25. Let B be a generalized Boolean lattice and 8 : B ~B a supremum- 
homomorphism such that: 
(1) 8(b)>b for all beB,  
(2) 8(8(b)) = 8(b) for all b e B. 
Then 8 is weak-distributive. 
Proof. Assume that ~(b)=8(c+d) and b>_c+d (b,c, deB) .  Set Cl=8,(c)b and 
dl=8(d)b, then as desired b=Cl+dl, 8(Cl)=8(c), and 8(dl)=8(d). [] 
We say that a poset is locally countable if every principal ideal of it is countable. 
Lemma 26. Let h : B-~L be a weak-distributive homomorphism from a locall) 
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countable generalized Boolean lattice B into a distributive semilattice L. Then h is 
distributive. 
proof .  Suppose h(bo)=h(bl) (bo, bl e B, bo< bl). We will show that there is a map- 
ping 8 : B --, B such that 
(S1) 8(b0) = bl,  
($2) 8(b) > b for all b e B, 
($3) 8(b+c)=8(b)+8(c) for all b, ceB,  
($4) 8(8(b)) = 8(b) for all b e B, 
($5) h(8(b)) = h(b) for all b e B. 
Then the assertion follows in view of  Lemma 25. 
First assume that bl = 1 is the greatest element of B. Then B is countable. Let B 
be the union of an ascending sequence of finite subalgebras B,, (n< t%), where 
Bo = {0, b0, b~), 1 }. We will construct mappings 8n :Bn ~B such that 8n IBm- 8m for 
m<_n and we have: 
(1) 8n(b)>-b for all beB n, 
(2) 8.(b+c)=Sn(b)+8,,(c) for all b, ceB. ,  
(3) b<Sn(c) implies 8n(b)<-Sn(c) for allb, ceBn, 
(4) h(8.(b)) = h(b) for all b e B.. 
We start with the definition of 80: 
80(0)=0, 8o(b'o)=b~), 8o(bo)-8o(1)= 1.
We will continue our construction such that we have the following additional 
properties: 
(5) 8,(b)=b if b<_b~) (beB,,), 
(6) 8n(a)Sn(a-)=O for distinct atoms a,5 of Bn with a,5<bo. 
It is trivial that (1)-(6) are valid for n=0.  Now suppose that 8m=Sn is given 
with the properties (1)-(6). Further we can assume that Bin+ l has precisely one 
more atom below b0 than B m. Say ao, a~, ..., ak-1 are the atoms of Bm+ ~ which 
lie below b0 and ao+ a~,a2, ...,ak_ 1 are atoms of Bin. Since h is weak-distribu- 
tive, 8m(ao+al)>ao+al, and h(Sm(ao+al))=h(ao+al), we find tio, t i l~B with 
~m(ao + a 1) = ti o + ti I and h(ai) = h(ai). Set 
8m+l(ao)=ao+aoa~ and 8m+l(al)=Sm(ao+al)~m+l(aO) '. 
Then 8m+l(ao)Sm+ 1(al)=0, and we have ao<Sm+ l(ao) <ao + rio and al-<~m+ l(al) < 
al + ti I (use that ao + al -< rio + al). Therefore h(Sm + 1 (ao) )  = h(aa)  and h(~,,,  i (a,)) = 
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h(al). Now ~m+l is defined at the atoms ao, a~ of Bm+~, and we can extend it to 
Bm+ l by setting 
m + 1(b) : ~ m + l(aob) + ~ m + l(alb) + ~ m (a2 b) +..- + ~m (ak - I b) + bb'o (b ~ B m + 1). 
It is a routine matter to check that ~m+l]Bm =~m and that the above conditions 
(1), (2), (4), (5), and (6) are fulfilled for ~n =~m+l" Moreover, (3) is a consequence 
of (5) and (6): 
In fact, suppose b<~n(c) (b, ceBn) .  Then bbo<-~n(c)bo=~n(cbo+cb'o)bo= 
~n(cbo)bo +~,(cb'o)bo =~n(cbo)bo +cb~bo = ~n(cbo)bo. In view of (1) and (6)we have 
~n(a i )bo  = a i for all atoms a i of B n with a i <_ bo. Thus, ~,(cbo)bo = cbo. Consequently 
t t~  t 
bbo < cbo, and we conclude ~n(b) = ~,(bbo) + ~n(bbo) = ~,(bbo) + bbo-  ~,(cbo) + bb o <_ 
Using (1)-(4) and ~0(b0)= 1it is easy to see that ~ = [.J ~n has the required proper- 
ties (S1)-($5) (note that (3) implies ~=~) .  This completes the case bl = 1. In the 
general case, define ~ on (bl] = {beB:  b<b l}  as before and extend ~ to B by set- 
ting ~(b) = ~(bbl) + (b - bl), where b -  bl denotes the relative complement of bbl in 
(b]. [] 
Theorem 27. Let  L be a locally countable distributive semilattice. Then there exists 
a locally countable generalized Boolean lattice B and an onto V-homomorphism 
h :B -+L .  
Proof. By Theorem 2, Lemma 17, and by Lemma 3.6 of [4] we conclude that for 
each x eL  there is a countable Boolean algebra B x and a V-homomorphism 
hx:Bx- ,L  with hx(1)=x (cf. [2, Lemma 5.1]). Let B be the direct sum of the B x 
(x ~ L) and set 
h bx)=x , hx(bx) (bx  Bx). [] 
Theorem 28. Every distributive algebraic lattice K with locally countable K c is 
representable as the congruence lattice o f  some lattice. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 24, Lemma 26, and Theorem 27. [] 
The representability of K if K c is countable has been shown first by Huhn [10]. 
His proof is completely different from our proof of Theorem 28. 
Lemma 29. Let  P be a poset. Then there is some generalized Boolean lattice B and 
an onto distributive V-homomorphism h f rom B onto L(P) .  
Proof. In Section 2 we have defined the generalized Boolean space Xp and the con- 
tinuous and almost open mapping fp from Xp into the prime filter space Ye of 
L(P) .  According to the equivalence between the categories 5~Y-5 ~and ~YY' there is 
a corresponding V-homomorphism hp from the generalized Boolean algebra Be 
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associated to Xp onto L(P). We will see that this he is distributive. First we need an 
explicit description of Bp and he (see also Theorem 14). 
Recall that Q-P× IN is endowed with the lexicographical ordering. Bp can be 
realized as the generalized Boolean algebra of all compact open subsets of Xp, the 
space of all non-empty subchains of Q. This means that the elements of Bp are 
precisely the finite suprema (unions) of elements 
b[Co, Mo] = { CeXp : Co C _ C, Mo('IC=O}, 
where Co and M o are finite subsets of Q, and Co is non-empty. Let E denote the set 
of all these elements b[Co, Mo]. For a chain C c_ Q abbreviate 
C A= {qe Q:q is comparable with all elements of C}. 
Observe that b[Co, Mo] is non-empty iff Co is a chain and Mot')Co = 0. We say that 
the term b[Co, Mo] is in normal form if Co is a chain, Mo rl Co = 0, and Mo c (Co) ^ . 
If b[Co, Mo] is non-empty then the representation b[Co, MoN(Co)^l is in normal 
form and we have b[Co, Mo N (Co) ^ ] = b[Co, Mo]. Obviously each element of E has 
a unique normal form. The set E is closed under finite meets (intersections), since 
(b[CoUCI,(MoUMt)N(CotJC1) ^] if CoUC 1 is a chain, 
b[Co, Mo]b[Ci, Ml] = 
else, 
where b[Co, Mo] and b[Ci,Ml] are in normal form. In particular, b[Co, Mo] <_ 
b[Ci,Ml] iff C 1 c_C0 and MIN(Co) ^  c_M o. 
From the equivalence of 26eLf and Yg~-5 e it follows that the V-homomorphism hp 
associated to fp is given by 
hp(b[C,M])=minpl(C), and hp(~ bi)= ~ hp(bi) (biEE). 
It remains to verify that hp is distributive. To this end let hp(b (°)) =hv(b °)) and 
b(0) _< b ( 1 ). 
First assume that b (°) e E. We shall construct a mapping ~ from { b ~ Bp : b < b (°) } 
to Bp such that: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
~(b (°)) = b o), 
~(b)_> b for all b ~_ b (°), 
~(b+c)=~(b)+~(c) for all b,c<_b (°), 
~(~(b)b(°))<_~(b) for all b<_b (°), 
hp(~(b)) = h(b) for all b_  b (°). 
Let b (°) = b[C (°), M (°)] and b O) = r,i<n b[Di, Nil, where b[C t°), M(°) 1 and 
b[Di, Ni] ( i<n)  are in normal form. Define ~ on {beE:b<_b t°)} by setting 
~(b[C,M])= ~, b[DiU(C-Ct°)),Ni] 
i<n 
the 
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where b[C, M] <_ b (°) is given in normal form (while in general the representation 
b[DiU(C-C(°)), Nil is not in normal form). Then extend ~ to {beBp:b<_b (°)} by 
~( ~, bj)= ~, ~(b~) (bj ~ E). In order to verify that ~ is well-defined in this way, sup. 
pose that b[C, M] <__ ~,j<m b[C~, Mj] <b (°). We have to prove that ~(b[C, M])~ 
~,j<m~(b[Cj, Mj]). Thus let C-e~(b[C, MI), i.e., D~oU(C-C(°))c_C- and 
NioNC-=O for some io<n. Since C~b[C,M], there is some jo<m with 
C ~ b[Cjo, Mjo], that is Cjo c_ C and Mjo tq C = 0. Consequently Dio U (Cyo - C (°)) c C ~ 
and C- ~ b[Dio o (Cjo - C(°)), Nio] <_ ~,j<m ~(b[Cj, Mj]) as desired. 
Next we have to verify that ~ satisfies (i)-(v). The properties (i), (ii), and (iii) are 
left to the reader. 
(iv). Let b[C, M] < b (°) and 
C-~.~3(,(b[C,M])b(°))=,((i~<nb[OiU(C-C(°)),gi])b(°) ) 
:'(i~nb[OiUC,(giUM(°')N(OiUC)^]) 
= 
i<nj<n 
Hence there are i, j < n such that C-  ~ b[Dj U ((Di U C) - C (°)), Ny]. Consequently 
C-eb[DjU(C-C(°)) ,Nj] ,  i.e., C-e~(b[C,M]). 
(v). The assumption he(b(°))=he(b 1)) means that min~l(C(°))= E minpl(Di) 
(the sum taken in L(P)), i.e., minpl(C(°))<minl)l(Di) for all i<n, and there is 
some io<n such that min~l(C(°))=min~l(Dio). Let b=b[C,M]<-b t°), then 
he(~(b)) = ~:i~t min p1(DiU(C- C(°))), where I=  {i< n :DiU(C-  C (°)) is a chain}. 
We have min~1(DiU(C-C(°)))___minlal(C) ( ieI),  because C(°)~C and 
min ~l(C(°))<__min ~l(Di). On the other hand, min lal(C) =min ~I(DioU(C - C(°))). 
Thus Y.iet min PI(Di U (C-  C(°))) = min lal(C), that is hp((b)) = he(b). 
Now extend ~ to Be by ~(b)= ~(bb (°)) + b(b(°)) '. From (i)-(v) we conclude that 
satisfies the conditions (S1)-($5) listed in the proof of Lemma 26. This completes 
the proof for the case b (°) e E. 
The general case is now treated as follows. Take a representation 
b (°)= ~ b[Ck, Mk]. Then ~ hp(b[Ck, Mkl)= hp(bO)). As he is a V-homomorphisrn, 
there are btk 1) such that b0)= ~, btk 1), b[Ck, Mk]<b~ l), and he(b[Ck, Mkl)=he(b~)). 
As before construct for each k a weak-distributive homomorphism ~k:B-*~ 
such that ~k(b[Ck, Mk]) = btk D, ~k(b) <-- b, ~k~k = ~k, and h~,(~k(b)) = he(b). The~ 
(b[C~,Mk],b~))~ker ~k, and it follows that (b(°),b°))=(~ b[Ck, Mk], ~, b~))e 
Sup{ker ~} as required. [] 
Theorem 30 (cf. Crawley and Dilworth [1]). Every completely distributive algebrait 
lattice is representable as the congruence lattice of  some lattice. 
Proof. If K is a completely distributive algebraic lattice, then K c =_L(P) for th( 
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poset P of all completely irreducible elements of K. Therefore the assertion follows 
from Theorem 24 and Lemma 29. [] 
Schmidt [15, 16] used his theorem (Theorem 24) to prove that a distributive 
algebraic lattice K is representable if K c is a lattice. Huhn (unpublished) and 
pudl~ik [13] have found two other independent proofs of this result. 
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